
 



 
 

wasting time looking for them during the production time. 
-Allows it doing the production with an only machine 

 can be supplied in 3 roll 
tes: 
standard: 
for 7 rolls of 25cm diameter 
for 5 rolls of 35cm diameter 
for 4 rolls of 50cm diameter 
for 3 rolls of 70cm diameter  
medium: 
for 12 rolls of 25cm diameter 

Capacity for 8 rolls of 35cm diameter 
Capacity for 6 rolls of 50cm diameter 
operator. The salme operator who is working in the 
machine can prepare all the fabric rolls that join in a 
mattress. 
Stockar has a platform which take the fabric roll has been 
spreaded. It can also collect the cardboard tub and load 
automatically the following roll in a few seconds. 
Stockar can also work with Autex model loaders: Cargo-80, 
100, 300, 500 and Cartecno. They load the fabric roll from 
the stockar to the machine cradle. 
Stockar is composed by an iron chassis and a single 
transport belt, that allows it feeding the fabric roll one by 
one. At the same time, stockar has integrated an special 
ramp which can collect the cardboard tub or the roll that 
has not yet finished , to be able to load the following one 
in few seconds. 
 

 

Capacity for 5 rolls of 70cm diameter 

 
Stockar extra: 
Capacity for 16 rolls of 25cm diameter 
Capacity for 11 rolls of 35cm diameter 
Capacity for 8 rolls of 50cm diameter 
Capacity for 6 rolls of 70cm diameter 

 

 

STOCKAR has been specially designed to feed 
automatically the Autex spreader Lider Plus. It is 
recommended for: 
-Those companies that has to change the bavrice rolls 
every often, romally, when the fabric roll has not yes 
finished.  
-Those companies that before spreading, they prepare all 
the fabric rolls that join in a mattress in order toavoid 
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